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Anomalous dimensions in the Thirring model 
B. B. Deo and S. K umab
P h y s ic s  D ep a rtm en t, U tk a l U n iv e rs ity , B h u b a n esira rA , O rissa  
(R eceived  7 J u n e  1973, revised  2 A u g u st 1973)
The dimonBioiBS of a self iuieractirig spinor field in Thirring mudel 
is caloulaiod exactly using formal methods of (luantum i \ M  tlioory. 
It is shown that tlierci are two catogori< s^ of solutions, s(^attering typ(i and 
stationary typo for the model and one of them agrees with tlu^  Jesuits 
of JoJuiSon. It is also found that for a poasible renormalized version 
of the theory, the dimension may become complex leading to iion- 
hermitian Green’s functions.
1. Introduction
One of the pioneering ideas of roconi times is that the dimension of a tiidd is in- 
ihu^ ncod by t)i.e presojice of forces. This concept has far re.aehing contseepumoos 
in detonning short distance behaviour ol‘ strong interactions, scaling bebaviour 
and ])loise transitions. The only relat ivistic model w]x(tc tlie idea has been (exactly 
demonstrated is the soluble Thirring (1958) mod(d. This is a tvo dimensional 
(one space and one time) quantum field theory of a massless relativisUc spinor 
tic^ ld interaction with itself. Using solutions of th<^  mode] found by Johnson 
(1961), WiLson (1970) s)i,owed that the dimension of the sjiinor field changes with 
interaction reinforcing the hypothesis that dimensions of fields are djmamical 
(piantitiea.
Originally Thirring (1968) had proposed this model to study the mathematical 
structure of relativistic quantum fields and to lay solid loundations for the con­
jee turos contained in scattering theory like the existence of in and out fields, 
rejiormalization constants and the scattering matrix. Even tliough ho was able 
to calculate one particle and 3-particles production amplitudes ol the field operator 
by solving tho Schrodinger equation, he was not able to solve other phy^ i^cal 
quantities of the model exactly. Ho had hoped that the model could bi> com­
pletely solved. Glaser (1958) initiated the use of methods of formal field theory 
*uid claimed to have obtained exact solutions to the model. In solving the model, 
bo had used the fact that charge densities commute. So some of the solutions 
obtained by him were challenged by Pradhan (1958) who pointed out that the 
vacuum expectation values of commutators ol the charge densities at unequal 
limes is not zero but a derivative of the Dirac delta function anticipating the
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Schwinger term (Prsdhan 1958). Pradhan however, did not obtain a generally
correct expression for the anti-ordered expression for a Moller-like matrix. This 
was pointed out by Scarf (1959) who insisted on the correctness of Glaser’s work 
and made some progress in improving the formal calculational aspects of the model. 
In this work we will use most of the methodologies developed by Glaser, Pradhan 
and Scarf.
The definition of Green’s functions of field theory which are vacuum expecta­
tion values of products of field operator do not directly require manipulations willi 
asymi^totic fields. Johnson (1961) doubted the existence of in and out fields 
for the model and obtained exact expressions for two and four particle Green s 
functions of the model by solving the differential equations for Green’s functions. 
Using his result for the renormalized Green’s function, was a simple matter foi 
Wilson (1970) to sliow that the dimension of the field is given by
A2/47T2
1~-A2/47t2- (1)
The exact Green’s functions were obtained by using the conservation of l)ot!i 
vector and axial vector currents of the model. In realistic problems of field teory 
one gets an infinitely coupled set of equations for Green’s functions. TJio 
conservation laws lead to two W^ ard identities for the vortex function which liclp 
in terminating the hierarchy of higher order Green’s function equations. JohiiSfui 
(1961) also proved that the charge densities do not commute and Glasoj\s 
results could not bo correct. The results of Scarf (1959) who followed 0ias>sr 
would load to d l/2+gf2/87T  ^ instead of (1). Thus the correct and (^ xad 
field theoretic solution of Thirring Model to the general equations of Lehmann, 
Symanzik and Zimmermann has not been obtained so far. This paper is aimed 
at providing this exact solution.
An elegant and very satisfactory solution to the Thirring model has been 
given by Klaiber (1968) using operator expansion method. Very recently solu­
tions has also been obtained using the ideas of dilation generator and curroiil 
commutators (Dell Antonido et al 1972). These methods do not solve the general 
equations of motion of fields directly. So the existence of Heisenberg in and 
out states are still kept in doubt. There is also the objections of Jackiw (1971) 
and others regarding the very existence of any anomaly in dimensions. The 
anomalous behaviour is attributed to the treatment of singular factions. The 
method of solution attempted by us clearly shows the manipulations involved for 
the singular integrals (section 4).
Besides, doubts have been raised regarding the use of Ward identities(Cai*ru- 
thers 1971). It is being contended that the anomalous results of field dimonsiouH 
may be due to the use of these identities. We shall not use Word identities aiul 
shall follow the normal method of oonstruoting asymptotic wave functions and
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obtain the vacuum expectation values. We shall also obtain the same oq. (1) 
from the exact solution. The usefulness of the verification is tliat one can use 
the usual Foynman-Dyson pertmbation theory to study the problem of 
anomalous dimensions provided the coupling strength is small.
The dimensionality as given by oq. (1) has one serious draw back in that it 
is infinity at A =  2n . The dimensionality is derived from commutation relations 
and infinitely large departures are usually taken care of by introducing ideas of 
vertex renormalization. We shall show that within tJve conjectural framework 
of renormalizable field theory, it is possible to renormalize A and obtain an 
equation
d  =  1 /2 + (2)
Even though this avoids the problem at infijiity, it introduces ghost difficulties. 
Tliis ghost difficulty is almost always encountered in quantum field theory.
Tho plan of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we write the solution in 
terms of Moller-like Matrix. The free an.d interaction Green’s functions and their 
behaviour on scaling are also diseusscxl. The normal ordering of the desired 
time ordered operators are carried out in section 3 in section 4 the renormalization 
constants, vacuum expectation values and dimensionality of field operator are 
calculated. The section 5 is deVoted to a calculation of S  matrix and a possible 
Hc]i.ome of renormalization. In the concluding remarks of section fi wo discuss 
some implications of the dimensionality equations deduced by us.
2. F ie ld  E quations and Gkeen ’s F unction 
The equation of motion for the field operators of the model is 
t ) + 2 g { ^ { x ,  t)-<lr{x, t ) ) - i (x , t) =  0 .
In terms of Pauli-matrios, the y  matrics are given as
7i =  io -i , y t  =  f i  =  0-2: 75 =  7 i72 =  o’a.
8ud they satisfy the following anti-commutation relations
{y »> 7<*} ~  “ *2jr^ v 
9x1 ~  —9t t  ~  ~  9i i  ~
"Oio field operators (x , t ) obey the equal-time anti-commutation relations 
*), <)} =  S r r ' (^x - x '), T , t ' =  1, 2
(3)
(4)
(5)
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and all other anti-commutators are zero. Introducing the hyperbolic co-ordi­
nates
u  =  X + t ]  V =  x — i
and using 0} ==
the field oq. (1) can be easily separated in the variables u and v which providow 
the keys to the exact solutions,
v)
du (6a)
(61)
The free field equations are obtained by letting gr-> 0. In this limit
free field operators which satisfy the following canonical anti-commutation
relation
^ i * ( v ' ) )  =  S ( v - v ' )
All other anti-commutators vanish. In momentum representation,
«*i(o=- - 4 -  Ty  2?r -oo
^2(m) =  - 4 =  T d p a ,{ p ) e i P u .
yZ T T
The non-vanishing anti-commutator of C r ’s  is 
{CA'P), G r '* {p ') }  =  Srr'^ip— p ') .
In terms of creation and annihilation operators C ’^s are 
Cl. i ip )  =  ^ ± i p ) a { p ) + 0 ^ i p ) f > * ( — p )  
and the only nonvanishing anti-commutator is, as usual 
{o(p), o*(p')} =  iH p), b*{p')} =  S {p -p ') .
(7a)
(7b)
(8a)
(8b)
(»)
( 10)
(11)
The solutions of the coupled field eq. (6) is correctly given by Pradhan (1958) 
treating them as a gi-number system of field equations.
where
V) =  ^ A ‘>’ W i{U , — CO),
V) =  <&a(«)Cj(-f 00,»),
U ,(u , -0 0 ) =  '
... (12a) 
... (12b)
... (13a)
and
i^th
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Pli'” ')  =  v')'fr^{u, v ') =
P siu ') =  V ) ^ i ( u ' , V) =  $2*(“ ')^2(m')-
TJio symbol ( denotes the Dyson’s chronological ordering.
(13b)
(14a)
(14b)
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Glaser (1958) omitted the time ordering restriction contending that charge 
deixsities commute in a typical limiting procfledure. P’rorn the anti-commutators 
given above one can easily show that
<0|[P2(m),P 2 (« ')110>  =  S '(u -u ')
Th(^  right hand side is th© Schwinger term. This result was derived first by 
rradl^an (1958) and subsequently confirmed by Johnson (1901).
Vacuum expectation values of tj^ o product of the operators at different space 
i inie points will be defined as the Green’s function. With the help of these Green’s 
fiiuctions we shall find the dimensions of the field as the scale transformations take 
a simple form for those functions. A typical Green’s function is
I ^^2) ~  1^) 2^) I
”  <C01 2^) I
-  1 ’^2) <  0 1 V,) 10 > . ... (15)
^12” ts file free field Green’s function whose values can be found simply witing 
in the momentum representation and evaluating the vacuum expectation 
value,
Gn”(^i 1 «2) ^  < 0 1  4>i(Wi)^ ,"‘(v2) 1
_  J _  1
2ni
The covariant form is easily dcxiuced to be
(16)
O H x — v )  — — . (11)
The behaviour o f these Green’s function under scale transormation is 
characterized as (Carruthers 1971)
. =  S x^
t*-nd field transforms as
^ {x , ^ '(x \  t') ^  S^^r{sx, St)
and the field conjugate to ^  transforms as
f)—> t') =  sV )
where s  is an arbitrary dimensionless real number and d  is the dimension of tli.(i 
field ^ in mass units or in inverse length units. Assuming that vacuum is in­
variant under scale transformations, the Green’s function transforms under tliis 
transformation in the following manner
1 %2, Vg) =  1 «^ 2)* ••• (1 )^
This is an important relation and with the help of this the field dimension \sill 
be obtained. Using this relation, the free field dimension from eq. (17) is easily 
seen to be 1/2. For calculating the exact Green’s function, it is easily deduci l^ 
that
1 “ 2. 2^ ) =  1^2V l  I 2^ ) <  0 1 —co)Ui*{Uft, —CO) 10>
=  0 M v , ) U ,
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where
and
U q =  <0| C^,(tt„«2)|0> =  <0| C7il0>
U i  —  U ^{u ^,U z) =  — c o ) U i * { u 2, —00)
=  (exp{2fif jV 2 (« ')d « '} j^ (e x p {- i3 _ / (lit)
3. Obdebbd E xpeessions
To determine vacuum expectation values of products o f operators, first 
one has to order or anti-order the products. Let N(U■^) and N {U -i)  denote res­
pectively the ordered and anti-ordered expressions of U ^. Then one can wito
or
ttj) =  < o |?7,(mj, «8)|o>i\^(f/j),
« j)  =  < 0 1 u^) ] ( 5 > m U j ) .
(20)
(21)
Here [Q> or |C'.d'F> is a state full o f particles and antiparticles. After obtain­
ing the correct expression for the ordered product of [ /,(« ,,-»oo), Pradhan thouglit 
one has to antiorder U^{u^, to calculate and calculated an expression l'l<e
(21). But he omitted the normalizing factor < 0 J l/,| 0 >  from his expres.sion. 
This omission was pointed out by Scarf (1959). Actually one can show that tb<' 
two factors < 0 1 (0 >  and < 0  ] 17,10> are related. It turns out that it is
enough to obtain, correctly the ordered expression for H,.
With Glaser (1968) and Scarf (1959), we begin by assuming that 17, can b<' 
written as
U , =  exp[ /  dx /  d y H ( x , y)®,* (« )« ,(y)], . • • (^ 2)
and the commutator,
=  ... (23)
whoro O’!!*! are the positive *nd negative frequency parts of 4>2(y).
Now evaluating the quantity <0|{^2*(a:), [4>2(.?/), i7 il}l0>  with the help of 
oqs. (22) and (23) separately and comparing onc! obtains H ( x , y )  =  — E ( x ,  y ) .
The first step in the process of ordering is to calculate the commutator 
[[/j. <1>2(*)1 in a form as it is written in oq. (23). ft has been noted that there are 
t wo different typos of solutions l)ecausc of ^ e  difference; in the order of summing 
and integrating a serie.s involving prodticts of singular functions liki; Dirac’s dalta 
function and (?-ftinctions. These solutions will have bearing on some of our later 
discussions. Noting that
Ma) =  ?7i(«i, —co)Uj*{u^, —00)
We shall write T  — f/j "*(«,, u^)^„(x) f7j('«j, m^ ) using a woll-know7x relation
f7,-i(«, —oo)$a(*)^^(«. —» )  =  ^2(^)
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1-1- "L (ig)»X 
n-i
n */i -
/ d M l / f / M a - -  /  dUn8{Un— x ) . . .S { u ^ — x )\
— g» — oo _ o o  I
In Dyson method, the n-th term of this sum is
U
<n =  ( * » " /  -  ]  d u ^ { 8 { u ^ - x ) . . . 8 ( y i - x ) ] ^ 4 x )
- oc ~co
du^... J d?/„Pr<5(«„—.r)...(y(Mx—a:)]4>a(x)
7c-1 — oo _*oo
With Thirring the same term can bo calculated as 
tn =  (i»)" 2» 9 ( u — x ) ^ i { x )
vvlua'c 0(0) =  ^ has lujon used for each integration. Summing up the series we 
obtain two expressions for T .
T =  exp |2i tan~*  ^ ] ^ 2(*)> •••
T  =  [exp{iflr(0(Mj—a:)—0(%—a:)}W «)- •••
The first solution was considered by Thirring (1958) and the second by Glaser
(1958). Pradhan (1958) calls the first solution as standing wave type and second
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as the sca tterin g  ty p e . Pradhan considered only the second solution but wo 
shall take both tlic solutions and write in one form with a ‘dual’ coupling constant 
A so that taking different values both these solutions can bo obtained. These 
anomalous results were first pointed out by Glaser (1958) and wore subsequently 
di>scussod by Thirring (1958). Thirring noted that these may correspond in one 
case to X -  g beiiig restricted to have a magnitude less than tt and whore as for 
A =  2 tain“  ^g l2  it can have all possible values from —oc> to We can rewrite
the eq. (24) as
(24c)
Now we shall proceed t o  write this commutator in an ordered form. For sim])!!- 
city we shall take Wg >  '^i ^^ ince
4 , . . ( * ) = 5 U ?  ?!<?>*"  ^ ' 2t7^  Jbo y — x — ie
eq. (24c) can be vritten in the form
U i^ 2 ( y ) d y
Hi y — X — 1C
Wo write oq. (25) in the operator from i.e.,
L<p2‘ (a:), C^ i] =  K + U y ^ 2 { ^ )  
where denotes the operation
X + /(^ )-  7  K ^ x ,y ) S { :y ) d y
ni
where
y )  ^
_  1____
2 n i  y - — x — ie
(25)
(20)
wo can Avrite oq. (26) as
C7il -  K W ^ 9 ^ + { x ) + K + U ^ ^ ^ - { x ) 
or
[l+if^lt7j4>2+(a:) =  ^^ +{x)lJ ^ —K-^V i^^{x). 
Further wo write the above eq. as
[ l + K + ] f ( x )  =  g (x )
where f ( x )  =  Z7i j^-*(a:)ajod g{x) —  ^ i + { x ) U i — K + U i ^ t ~ ( x ) .
.. (-7;
(28)
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Eq. (28) is the integral equation that wo have to solve. Tlu> Kolutioji of tin's 
intogral equation written in the form
E -^g{x) =  J E + { x ,  y ) g { y ) d y
Ui
f i x )  =  ( l + E + ) g ( x )
whoreand Ll+-^+] =  L l+ ^ + ^ "
E-^ (x , y )  is determined below.
The solution of thfJ integral equation is obtained with the help of the jumj) 
relation (Glaser 1958, Scarf 1959). In terms o i ] j { x )  —  f ( x ) — g{x) we have
?»(*+)—2>(a;-) =  (1—e-’  ^ )li>(*H)+S'(a-)J,
=  x ± i e ;
1 '^ollowing standard method one writes
P ix )  =. S(a:)Q(a:)
Here
and
S ix )
l_eiX tta <7(y) d y  
27rr .1 Q ^ y )  x - yMi
Hence the solution is
where
/(*) =  g(a:)+ J E ^ x , y ) g i y ) d y ,
Ml
1—e->‘ ___
i h g —x+j  \x + — UiJ x —y -i- i c ’
(29)
(30)^!+(*,S)= - 2 . f
=  A-|-2j7'7i ; n =  0, i l ,  i 2 ,  .... 
and the limit « 2> x , y > ‘u^ is considered.
The ‘principal’ solution is obtained for w =  0.
The ordered expression for U iiu ^ , u^) can be written v ith the help of oqs. (22), 
(23), (24o) and (29) as
U iiU i ,U f)  =  U ^exp[(e-<^--l)X
f d x  f  d y  { (^a:—y)+£+(x, y))4>zix)f>ziy)'\- 
1*1 1*1
... (31)
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This oxpreaaion is identical to Scarfs’ (1958). Similar expreiasions are obtained by 
Glasor (1958) and Pradhan (1958) in momentum representation. But all those 
authors adopted different methods in evaluating the vacuum expectation value 
<01 10> which are not consistent. Glaser and later Scarf calculated this
quantity by differentiating the expression
Wa)= (32)
with respect to g, but but did not consider the time ordtjred expression for 
and they write the above relation as
Ui
U i(u^, Uz) =  e (^f J P 2(u ')d u ')
Ma
treating p’s as c-numbers to obtain the differential equation,
^  /  du'p^{u')Vi
which is incorrect for noncommuting p 's  as can be seen by directly diffei-entiating 
eq. (32).
Pradhan’s method in evaluating such vacuum expectation value is also not 
generally true. Ho obtained an antiordered expression for f/j, which in the prestuil 
case can be written as
U i{u i , Mj) — C N  exp[(e"''‘—1) x
d y { S { x - y ) + ' H ( z ,  y M i* [x )4 > i{y )\
Ui 111
(33)
N  denotes the anti-ording i.e., all the annihilation operators are commuted to the 
left of creation operators. Pradhan took the normalization C  the unknovTi 
constant which is yet to be determined (Scarf 1959), to bo one. Such constant 
can be deterbiined if we consider a state | CAV >  (Doo 1962) which is full of 
particles and antiparticles such that
a*|CAV> =6^1CAV> - 0 ;  <CAVIa =  <CAV16 =  0.
So if we take the matrix element of the antiordered expression of l/i(Wi, u^) between 
the state jCA V> then we have
C =  <C A V |ai|C A V >
So the anti-ordered expression of Ui(%, Wg) is useless in evaluating the vacuum 
expectation value of this operator because for this we have to find another un­
known constant which is equally difficult and is actually related to U^.
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4. Vacuum Expectation Vaiues
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The defining differential equation for u^ ) is to be used for fixing the
unknown constant. Differentiating tho expression (32) with respect to we have
• , V TT
If we take the vacuum expectation value of the above equation we have
(34)
whei’e
Vo =  —'^ 9 <  0 1 : p^ (u^ \ : 10 >
TJ * —
® ”  5^2
is already defined. We write r,h. side as
- i g i :  < 0 1: p2(W2) : |n><n| f/iJ0> (35)
whore 1 n >  is a (jomplete set of orthonormal states. Examining oarofully the 
last equation one can see that only n — 2 state gives the non-vanishing contri­
bution. Because for n>2  the matrix element <01: ^2(^2) * I as
/>2(w2) contains only bilinear opei’ators that can only annihilate or create a pair 
of particle and antiparticle.
In oq. (36) we shall put ordered expression for u^ ) and only second 
form gives the non-vanishing contribution and we can write eq. (35) as
Uo =  —tgrl/o(e-''—1) i  dx f  dy[S (x-y)+E +{x,y)]x
Ui Ui
<01 : PziUi) : : ®2*(a:)02(y) : 10> (36)
Uu> quantity < 0 ) :  ^2(^2) • • :|6> 6e easily evaluated expanding
in terms of creation and annihilation operators. This value comes out to 
bo
1 1
471* (x—u^+ie)(y—U2+ie) 
Kq. (36) can be written as
^ o '=  d x fd y
U2 «2 \S{x-y)-{-E^(x,y)] ^ -a _ i
«i «i (x -u ^ + ic){y -u ^ + ie)
(37)
This is the expression from which we shall obtain f/© f'ff®*' ® subsequent inte- 
gration. To perform the integrals of this equation we shall repeatedly make use 
the relations obtained from the differential equation or its solution namely
writing
----------------- . ~  K- (^yy
WitJi, the help of eq. (38) we can write eq. (37) a«
w  ^ oi _
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«1 U9—X—1€
(38)
(39)
'i'o proceed further wo introduce another variable by the use of a Dirac delta 
function, i.e., we write Uq' as
Po' d x j  df t—x —ie (^^ 2> (40)Ux Ml
the integrand in the abo\re equation can be written in the form (t, x) E' (^x, t) by 
simply writing (t--x—iey^ =  (t—x-\-ie)~ -^\~i7rS(x—t). Again using the rolalion 
K'  ^ =  —E'^  — K^, eq, (40) can be written in the following form
Uo
a «2 «a
- l - U J d x i  d t x
ttj tl>l
L — \x^—u^l J X --e  +  16 (41)
It is clear tji,at perturbation expansion will lead to a term proportional to yA iji 
the second order and in stationary type of solution to 2g tan'^fir/2.
Tt turns out the integrand is in an indeterminate form if we do x integration. 
Scarf (1959) also comes across this expression in a similar context. Analysing; 
the integrand carefully one finds that the correct valu(^  for the integrand can )><* 
obtained only if we expand the term in the bracket into a power series by oxiu) 
nentiating the product factors. One assumes that the expansion in powers ol 
A'l2n converges. Now'
''V  = - I S { i  /2n) n\
wlierc
K = l d x j  dl i»i  L t - x - t t
(<—x—ie)-^ S{x—t) equals a 8'(x—t) and [5(a;—f)J*. It is seen that duo to S3nnmetry 
of integration for x and t variables for odd n, L* changes sign on interohango
those variables, the odd n terms contain the 5' [x—t) pari and the even terms 
|<^ (*—0]* paJ’t- However, the smallest oven v being 2, near x ^  t, i *  tends to 
[x—i)^  and Tising the fact that [(x—t)8{x—t)]* — 0, wo can drop this singular series 
from our consideration. To integrate the 9'{x—i) wo see that when taking the 
limit by using L. Hopital’s rule, we find the same indeterminate form recurring 
as is explicitly shown below. First time we obtain
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\ *4* 4 CC'Of
and write it as
nL^~ (2^2 '^ 1^)(«2—X+)(X^  —Wi) 
1
S(x—t)S(u„—t)
n L ^ -^  S { x - t ) S ( u 2 - t ) . (42)
Rep (42) i,s again in the indeterminate form. We hav<' to use U Hospital's rule 
again. Repeating this n times wo get the final expression that looks like
(43)
Tutting these expression in oq. (41) and siinmiing up we obtain
' ,2 U . i d x i d t  x
Ml %4tr l-A '2/4w*
[ A  + — A ]  S(x^l)8{u.,-i).
Now wo can porfoj^i intogratioii over x  and t)io rosnlt is
IT  ^ ^ __^ jT7 —  -|^ -^--- —0*
(44)
(45)
Tho integrand in the above integral is not finite a>s expected. We sliall rewrite^  
tlui term in the bracket as
-  I f
and obtain after integrating over t,
“  2n l-A '*/4 jr* 1 '
(40)
The above expression can now be integrated to give the result in a desired form ;
This expression is different from that of Scarf (1969). The correctness of oq. 
(47) can be checked by evaluating from perturbation theory. The second order 
results are exactly same, if we put A' ==^ gf or A' =  2 tan*"* gj2. Actually in ihv, 
first order one obtains the term proportional to ^x2tan“ g^f/2 — Ax2tan'^iA/2 
which was also obtained by Thirring (1969) while discussing Glaser’s results and 
he wrote about this as being the geometric mean.
At this point, it is also worth noting that, by repeating, the whole calculation 
one will obtain
< " I I " >
and by a linear mapping frdm the u space to v space, one can show that 
<01 Vg) 10> =: < 0 1 ?7i(wi, u^ ) 10>
= {<01 C/i(%, Uo) 10x 01 U^ (v,, v^ ) 10» i /2
This result is useful in obtaining the covariant form of the Green’s functions. 
We shall proceed in the hyperbolic variables for the present and write the ronor 
malized vacuiim expectation value as,
< 0 \U (^u ^,u )^\0> ^  =  Z~*Z»“ 1<0117j(u i,U 2)10> ... (48)
where =  < 0  ] —oo) 10>
a^ nd Z* ~  <01 —oo) 10>
are the field renormalization constants. By taking suitable limits and complox 
conjugation one can determine these wave function renormalization constants. 
We can write these constants as
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-  “ K [ a  i J U r 'h  - h ’h '  ] •
and
(49)
(5(»)
Now with the help of eqs. (49) and (60) we can write eq. (48) as
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our aim is now to obtain a covariant form of the Green’s function. As it can be 
seen that the expression (51) contains only u — x + t  and the integral
du"
 ^ “  _-L ( « " - « / ) *
is not covariant. In tlie hyperbolic co-ofdinatos, the above calculations have 
loft Wj =  iTi—<1 and V2 •• Xj— unspecified. The substitution y' =  m"— and 
x' =  u'—Ui followed by
X =  (Ua-Vi)*'
?/ =  (t>2—Vi)y'
brings the integral to the desired covariant form namely
dyI dx I
{»a-n)(u2-vy
X '
Since
(t>2—ViHUj—«i) =  {Xi^—X^ f^, (52)
a covariant cut-off can be used to integrate the above expression and the result is
log -* !/.)*
finally the expression of the vacuum expectation value is
V =  exof - loff / \ * 1" 27t ® \ Xo ) y (53)
and the Green's function is
s) = T r r w  ) ’ ]■ (64)
'I’liis is the covariant form of the Green’s function identical to Johnson's result. 
Johnson Green’s function is obtained if we take X' — g and for this choice the 
expansion is not an analytic function of g and has an essential singularity at 
~  4ir®. Thus we see that normal methods of field theory also lead to the 
same result as the use of Ward idontites, as it should bo. Using the above 
result the dimension from eq. (18) of section (2) is given by
d =  i + 9
X'l2n (55)
2w 1 -A '» /4 jt*
It IS to be noted that there is a singularity in the Green’s function for A' =  2ir 
which makes the dimensionality go to i  00 round this value.
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5. 6f-MATHIX AKD E bNOEMAUZATION
The sohitious of tiie field equations can now bo written down explicitly and 
the matrix element of Heisenberg wave function for production of arbitrary 
number of particles can be obtained exactly. With
^ j(« ,r ) -- —CTj)
?;) =  $ 2(m)C/2( 4-00, v)
the normal ordered expression for can be gotten from our eq. (31)
Uy*[u, —co) =  < 0 j U^*{ti, —oo)10>2V exp [(6“ '^—1) J dx J dyxL OD ~O0
(56)
A similar oxpimsioji for can bo obtained. Since the limit oo iirlpli(\s 
V \-t-^oo and the Heisenberg out fields arci products of free fields
and the l/^(+oo, —oo). In this limit the above expression simplified considera])l\ 
and going over to the momentum representation
?;) -- w , +oci)
whore
r , ( —oc\-t-Qo) =- < 0| ?/i(—cr., |-oo)|0>A^ carp I J dp>:
L oo
e{ - p H(c-*^  - 1 )a*(p)a(p)4- («''" - 1  m p)b (p )} ]
< 0 1 U ii-ao, 4 00) 10> F„Fj,. (57)
Va and Vi) are the normal order exponential containing fir’s and />’s 3’ospoctiv«dy.
To simplify furthc'r, we drop writing tlie renoj'malization constants <b|bj 
(—00, -|-co)l0> assuming to be working with renormalized wave funotioiis. 
We start by denrclering Ta,
Va ~ :e x p  J —l)a*(p)a(p)(9(—p) :
~oe
dVa (e '^-l)V„a(9)a(~g). ... (58)
The sjTiibolic operator differential is shown by Schwinger (1964) to bo equal to 
the commutator \a{q), Va}. With some algebra we obtain 
Va~^a(q)Va =  e-‘^<-*>o(g')
which gives the deorde.red product for F*
Va = S &{—p)a*(p)a{p)dp}. •••
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Tho product VaVb can bo recombined to give FaFe =  e- ‘ «^2 whore is one of
4-00
the constants of tho model  ^ j* 2( )^ • Carrying out a ^ similar procedure
-oo
for obtainf3 the results
(60a)
^2 out('^ , v) ... (60b)
These simplifying features had led Glasei* to treat the charge density operators 
as c-numbors. By definition of the jSf-matrix
out( ,^ t) ^  t)8. ... (61)
and since further
[Qr^  0] -  t) ... (62)
S matrix takes the simple form
+ 00 +00 
if\ f dx J — 00 I
+0t> +UOzA J d u  J d o p2{u )P i{v
f  -00 -00
ei '^QiQt .
Glaser had dtxluced and Pradlian uolod that S 
'I'Jiirring's original solution would lead to
(63)
(-"jQiQi Xt is also soon that
(64)
The scattering matrix gives a phase change as is expected of a one space 
diincjision problem. The ambiguities in the solutions reflected l>y two i)ossible 
values of A are. also known in bold theory' (Karjdus & Ivioll 1950). In eloelrody- 
namic ealculations they eorrospoud lo finite renoirnalization. Th<uefore it is 
l>oasiblo here also that we may have a situation wdiere rcnoi'malization of coupling 
strength is necessary, evonthough, tho finiteness of the ratio of the three particles 
to one particle matrix elements led Thirring to believe that here is no coupling 
c(*nstant renormalization. Oiu- scatteriruj solution could be renormalized and this 
has also been pointed out by Pradhan (1958).
The renormalization procedure can be carried out by defining tho observable 
ronormalised coupling constant g„ in such a way that tho observable transmission 
coefficient or phase shift at vanishingly small momenta is equal to its Born ap­
proximation value in bai-e coupling constant. From the S matrix we easily deduce 
that
9go =  2 sin | (66a)
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or
? =  2 flin-i (65b)
For this case then there is an upper limit to tho observed coupling constant namely 
o^ma« =  2. This implies that the usual Kallen-Pauli Ghost difficulty is likely to 
appear in this model also for >  2. The dimension of the field will be
 ^ — 2 + C  - - - I ' ) ’ (61)
in terms of renormalized coupling constant d will become complex if >  2.
6 . Conclusion
To summarise, in this paper we have sliown that starting with tlu^  solutions 
of field equations, the exact Green’s function can be obtained. Bocauso ol‘ dii 
ferent approaches in handling the product of singular functions, tJuue are two 
different expressions for the commutator (eq. 24c). We found that
the Green’s function derived by us are identical with that of Johnson (1961) for 
the scattering type of solution. Johnson had obtained the Green’s function w itli 
the help of Ward identities and the interaction he considered was ciurent-currcnt. 
Field dimension computed by u»s in the present treatment are not different from 
that of Wilson in terms of bare coupling constant since )xe used Johnson’s results 
in deducing the same. It is seen that the dimension are anomalous in both tlu^  
cases. It is also pointed out that dimension of the field becomes infinity in the 
limit A' == 2n. This point forces us to think that there must be some reiiorma* 
lization procedure so that the dimension may stay finite, since infinite field di­
mension dof^ s not make sense as the dimension of tho Lagrangian is fixed. So 
one may use the renormalized coupling constant in the Thirring model. Tlu^  
renormalized coupling constant as defined by Pradl^an (1958) and Deo (1962) 
is used in place of unrenormalized ones and it is found that the real dimen­
sion are limited between 1/2 and 5/6. It is also observed that when go exceed»s 
the value 2 the dimension of the field becomes complex.
We have shown that the exactly soluble Thirring model shows all the features 
of Quantum Field theory. As a consequence the Feynman-Dyson perturbation 
approach is found to be reliable for small coupling strengths and for studying 
small departures of dimensionality of fields.
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